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1. What is Photoshop? Photoshop is an image editing program that enables you to create and manipulate images. It uses a layer-based editing system that supports transparency. It's common parlance to say that an image has been "photoshopped," or even just "shopped." It's the most popular digital imaging program around and is an industry standard. Photoshop is not
simply a collection of images, but a program and collection of built-in tools for manipulating and combining layers into a final image. 2. Photoshop Versions Adobe Photoshop is available on Mac and Windows. The differences are slight between the two operating systems. 3. Photoshop Tutorials and Online Classes There are many helpful tutorials and classes available for
Photoshop. They cover a wide range of topics such as finding and correcting image flaws. 4. Photoshop Pricing Photoshop is free for personal use but has a registration fee for a subset of features. 5. Photoshop Workspace When starting the application, you will see a workspace with an image, a layer palettes area, and a toolbar that allows you to manipulate your layers. 6.
Advantages of Photoshop 7. Photoshop Disadvantages No one can dispute that Adobe Photoshop is a powerful tool, but sometimes it can get a bad rap for its complexity. It is not difficult to learn and users can learn it very quickly. Images are created in layers. You can use these layers to add a variety of effects and change the visual size of your image. Adobe Photoshop

enables people to edit color images that contain layers. You can remove anything from an image. This includes faces or other body parts and text. You can also change the perspective of an image. You can edit your image by changing contrast, adjusting colors, inpainting and healing. While Photoshop is a very powerful tool, it does not come with a professional-grade
design program. Adobe Photoshop helps users to create and edit. It can also change images from black and white to color, provide visual corrections and adjust colors, contrast, and most importantly remove or add anything to the images. Some users may dislike that Photoshop is not a design program, but this is how its been taught. When creating a design, you can always

use a design program. It's what you choose as your workflow tool that will determine whether Photoshop is right for you or
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This list consists of all the free plugins I use for making games and some game graphics. They add some nice effects and can be easily included in your game. Free Photoshop plugins to enhance your game graphics These are the plugins I use for games, what they do, how to install and use, and which games they are useful for. Previous list The list of my game graphics
plugins: (Edit: Added more plugins) Plugins Description Destination Device CS6 Insert game sprite image CS6 Insert game sprite image GPU CS6 Insert game sprite image CS6 Add a border to art boards CS6 Add a border to art boards CS6 Insert game sprite into 3D environment (container) DCCS6 Create characters from game sprites Texture Pack Free add/replace

game sprites with unique textures WYSIAYG (Also for LightWave) Convert scene to TGA HDR filter texture Compare images Add text into images Note: If you want to add a border to the artboards, just use the box to select them. If the artboard with the artboards above it will have a black background, you can choose None and it will work as a space. Insert sprites with
their respective colors and transparency into your scene Insert game art (with colors, transparency and text) into a 3D environment like a container or scene. The images will be displayed in real-time. Add a border to the artboards Add a border (color/size/line-shape/line-type) to the artboards. If you want to add a border to the graphics you put on the artboards, just use the

boxes to select them. If the artboards with the artboards above it will have a black background, you can choose None and it will work as a space. Convert artboards to TGA Converts PNG, TGA, and JPG files to your preferred format. After converting, you can set the compression level (10-0), byte per pixel, quality, and anti-aliasing. Textures / spriting Use the “Make
Sprites from Textures” item to make textures from PNG and TGA files. You can use any of the available textures. The plugin will automatically create a copy of the texture and apply it to the sprites. The automatic method is great but you can also use sprites from Photoshop to create the textures by opening the texture a681f4349e
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Using a healing brush If you have certain problems with an image that a brush can't fix, the Healing Brush can come in handy. In its simplest use, the Healing Brush uses the Brightness and Contrast feature of the Levels Adjustment layer to modify the image and correct problems that you don't want to cut out (or you're afraid of cutting out). For example, you may see an
area that was overexposed. Perhaps you have an image with a white border and you need to extend its edges. Or maybe an area in the middle of the image doesn't quite look right. The Healing Brush can be used either with the photo's image (to bring the image into alignment with the background) or with a separate layer (to bring an existing layer back into alignment with
the background). Figure 9-7 shows how to select the Healing Brush tool and use it on the "fake" image created in the previous exercise. FIGURE 9-7: Use a Healing Brush to fix mistakes or problems in an image. After you select the Healing Brush tool, choose it from the brush selector on the tool's Options bar, as shown in Figure 9-7. After you select the tool, a dialog box
appears, as shown in Figure 9-8, with the following options: • **Size:** Set the Size at the bottom-right corner of the dialog box. You see a gauge with two values for the Size setting. When you move the point, the gauge moves. • **Tolerance** : Use this setting to control how closely the tool follows the edges of objects in the image. • **Strength:** Set the Strength at the
bottom-right corner of the dialog box. The dialog box has a slider for the Strength setting, as shown in Figure 9-8. As the slider is set
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